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RABBI LINDA PORTNOY GOLDBERG 
 NAMED WINNER OF THE KNOT BEST OF WEDDINGS 2022 

16th Annual Best of Weddings Awards Honor the Top Wedding Vendors Across America 
  
White Plains NY/January 21, 2022—Rabbi Linda Portnoy 
Goldberg is pleased to announce that she has been selected 
as a 2022 winner of The Knot Best of Weddings, an accolade 
represenFng the highest- and most-rated wedding 
professionals as reviewed by real couples, their families and 
wedding guests on The Knot, a leading all in one wedding 
planning desFnaFon. This is the 3rd consecuFve year she 
has been named a winner of The Knot Best of Weddings 
awards.  
  
In its sixteenth annual year, The Knot conFnues its long-
standing tradiFon of supporFng local wedding vendors with 
The Knot Best of Weddings 2022, an annual by-couples, for-
couples guide to the top wedding professionals across the 
country. This year, five percent of hundreds of thousands of 
local wedding professionals listed on The Knot received this 
disFnguished award.  

To determine the winners, The Knot analyzed its millions of user reviews across various vendor 
categories—including venues, musicians, florists, photographers, caterers and more—to find 
the highest rated vendors of the year. These winners represent the best of the best wedding 
professionals that engaged couples should consider booking for their own unique weddings.  
   
Rabbi Linda is grateful for the recogniFon and for her couples’ part in making it happen. “It is an 
honor to serve such wonderful people and to work with them to make their wedding ceremony 
most meaningful for them. I love being a part of their special Fme.” 
  
The Knot has inspired 25 million couples (and counFng!) to plan a wedding that’s uniquely 
theirs - from finding inspiraFon and local vendors to creaFng and managing all guest 
experiences, wedding registries and more. On The Knot Marketplace, couples can connect with 
any of the hundreds of thousands of local wedding professionals across the country, and The 
Knot Best of Weddings award gives couples the confidence to book the best vendors to bring 
their wedding visions to life. In combinaFon with years of trusted content, The Knot’s innovaFve 
technology helps all couples seamlessly plan a wedding that’s uniquely theirs. 

https://www.theknot.com/vendors/best-of-weddings
http://www.theknot.com
https://www.theknot.com/marketplace


Wedding professionals who win The Knot Best of Weddings are members of WeddingPro, a 
leading B2B wedding brand. As the largest marketplace and community for wedding 
professionals, WeddingPro connects businesses with more than 13 million unique monthly 
visitors who are planning weddings on The Knot and WeddingWire, as well as with hundreds of 
thousands of pros in the industry. Through its online marketplaces, educaFonal programs and 
community-building events, WeddingPro is dedicated to helping wedding professionals build 
relaFonships with couples and pros that grow their businesses. 

For more informaFon about The Knot Best of Weddings and this year’s winners, please visit 
h^ps://www.theknot.com/vendors/best-of-weddings. 

# # # 
  
About Rabbi Linda Portnoy Goldberg  
Rabbi Linda is an award-winning wedding officiant based in White Plains, NY, also available for 
desFnaFon weddings. She serves all couples, especially interfaith and Jewish of any (or no) 
affiliaFon, and works with them to create the ceremony that is best for them. Rabbi Linda is 
known to be responsive, well organized, creaFve and compassionate. An LGBTQ+ ally, Rabbi 
Linda acFvely honors diverse cultures. 

About The Knot 
The Knot is the naFon’s leading digital wedding resource offering a seamless, all-in-one planning 
experience—from finding inspiraFon and local vendors to creaFng and managing all guest 
experiences, wedding registries and more. The trusted brand reaches a majority of engaged 
couples in the US through the #1 wedding planning website TheKnot.com and #1 iOS and 
Android mobile app The Knot Wedding Planner, The Knot naFonal wedding magazine, and The 
Knot book series. Since its incepFon, The Knot has inspired approximately 25 million couples to 
plan a wedding that’s uniquely them. Visit The Knot online at TheKnot.com and follow on social 
media: Facebook.com/TheKnot and @TheKnot on Twi^er, Pinterest and Instagram. 
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